GUIDELINES FOR WRITING REVIEWS FOR KNOWLEDGE ORGANIZATION

The Reviews section of Knowledge Organization exists for sharing analyses of new resources in ko together with a survey of the literature to which the new resource belongs. We prefer reviews to be written in the style of a bibliographic essay, including citations and commentary about not only the new resource but also other resources like it, both recent and past. Authors are encouraged to be imaginative when pairing works for such an essay; the reviews editor also may be consulted for advice.

Good examples are:

**Melodie Fox 40 no. 1**


**Birger Hjørland 35 no. 4**


**Elizabeth Milonas 40 no. 2**


Reviews should be prepared according to KO’s instructions for authors, using standard formatting procedures. A review essay should not be longer than ten double-spaced pages in length (approximately 3000 words).